ABSTRACT A logic synthesis for finite-state machines (FSMs) aimed at programmable array logic (PAL)-based complex programmable logic devices is proposed here. This approach consists of the simultaneous synthesis of a transition function and an output function. The main contribution is the novel multilevel optimization of an FSM. In this process, a new form of graph is used, i.e., a graph of excitations and outputs. This is a generalization of the graph of outputs that has previously been used in the process of technology mapping of multi-output functions in PAL-based programmable structures. The main idea, the theoretical background, and a precise algorithm are illustrated by means of simple examples. The proposed algorithm was compared with other approaches by synthesizing the FSM benchmarks and mapping the solutions to k-term PAL-based logic blocks. The obtained results are compared on the basis of the area (number of logic blocks) and speed (number of logic levels). The proposed approach is especially effective for larger FSMs.
I. INTRODUCTION
The structure of the cyber-physical systems presented in [1] is layered. The lowest layer, the 'physical system', may use a hardware implementation and a hardware description language. Similarly, advanced sensors and complex communication tasks may be involved in the area of the Internet of Things (IoT) [2] . One of the possibilities for carrying out these implementations in cyber-physical systems is the use of complex programmable logic device (CPLD) circuits. Thus, it may be said that a crucial aspect of the effective synthesis of cyber-physical systems is an efficient logic synthesis dedicated to CPLD circuits, and this is the main topic of this paper.
The minimization of logic resources, which is needed to implement projects in CPLD, is especially vital in the process of logic synthesis. It can lead to a reduction in the costs for an implemented project in a 'physical system', and can reduce the costs of cyber-physical systems and limit power consumption, which is especially important in IoT applications. Since most implementations include complex sequential circuits, it is necessary to develop finite state machine (FSM) synthesis methods to minimize the usage of logic blocks in CPLD, and this is the essence of this paper.
A programmable array logic (PAL)-based logic block, as presented in Fig. 1 , constitutes the kernel of a classical CPLD. It is generally possible to configure the block for a combinatorial or registered operation (i.e. to a form with or without a D flip-flop), and this is also illustrated in Fig. 1 . Logic synthesis for an FSM starts with a state assignment, and a two-level minimization is then executed. Following this, minimization of each single-output function is carried out separately [3] in most approaches, and technology mapping is then started. Mapping of the minimized functions in PAL-based blocks containing a predefined number of product terms with and without the D F-Fs is applied.
Internal state assignment is a vital stage of FSM synthesis, and is usually directly associated with the result that we expect to obtain. The goal of optimization may be the chip area required for the FSM [4] , [5] , the speed of operation of the automaton [5] , [6] , or minimization of the power consumption [7] - [9] . Issues concerning the minimization of power consumption have recently become particularly important. Initially, methods were proposed that were based on the minimization of transitions of the state variables; this was achieved by grouping the states between which frequent transitions occur, by assigning to them codes with a minimum code distance (the minimum weighted Hamming distance method) [10] - [12] . The problem of state assignment can be considered in terms of integer linear programming [10] , but heuristic methods are generally used [13] , [14] . Genetic algorithms are sometimes applied in the process of coding [15] , [16] . The search for more efficient implementations of automatons is sometimes carried out also in the form of a globally asynchronous locally synchronous (GALS) [17] structure, or solutions exploiting clock gating [18] , [19] .
In the case of CPLDs, the most important aspect, apart from the process of state assignment, is the ability to efficiently use the product terms contained in the PAL-based logic blocks. Minimization of the number of implicants constitutes an integral part of coding algorithms, as it can influence the minimization of the area, the number of logic levels and even the minimization of power consumption.
Previous papers presented by the current authors propose a number of optimization methods dedicated to combinational circuits, such as those using graphs of outputs [20] , [21] , methods of technology mapping exploiting tri-state output buffers [22] , and various decomposition strategies [23] , [24] . Binary decision diagrams are sometimes used in the synthesis process [24] - [27] , and these methods are directly associated with the way the state assignment is carried out [3] , [22] , [28] . However, in each case, the algorithms are based on a separate synthesis of the transition function and the output function. A two-level minimization of the transition and the output functions is typically performed. In most well-known approaches, each single-output function is minimized separately [3] . If the number of implicants p, representing a function after minimization, is greater than the number of product terms k in a logic block (Fig. 1) , a greater number of logic blocks needs to be used. Multilevel synthesis dedicated to CPLD has sometimes been reported [5] , but the majority of multi-level logic synthesis techniques are dedicated to programmable logic array (PLA)-based devices or look-up table (LUT)-based field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) [29] - [32] . Multilevel optimization has become very important, especially when a function is implemented in CPLD structures. A block diagram of an FSM is presented in Fig. 2a . Its form suggests that it is necessary to implement two separate multioutput functions, describing the transition block δ and the output block λ, within a programmable structure. A simple modification of the structure, from the form presented in Fig. 2b to that illustrated in Fig. 2c , shows that it is possible to describe the two combinational blocks using a single multi-output function. The question is now whether it efficient to simultaneously optimize the whole combinational block, i.e. the transition block δ and an output block λ together. A simultaneous synthesis of the transition block and the output block gives better optimization conditions than the separate synthesis of each. Fortunately, D-type flip-flops make the synthesis process easier, as these are based on the optimization of a multi-output function in which some signals form the input vector, and others the transition vector that describes the signals connected to the inputs of the flip-flops.
The aim of this paper is to present a method of FSM synthesis dedicated to PAL-based CPLD, the essence of which consists of a novel multilevel optimization of FSM involving the simultaneous technology mapping of the transition and the output blocks. In this process of technology mapping, a new form of a circuit description is used, referred to here as the graph of excitations and outputs.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
A sequential automaton is described by determining five elements {X, Y, S, δ, λ}, where X is the set of input elements, Y is the set of output elements, S is the set of the internal states of the automaton, δ is the transition function and λ is the output function [34] . Inputs are characterized as N -bit input vectors, where N ≥ lg 2 (card(X)) , and card(X) means the cardinality of set X. Similarly, outputs are defined as M -bit output vectors, where M ≥ lg 2 (card(Y) . In the process of state assignment, a K -bit state vector, where K ≥ lg 2 (card(S)) , is assigned to each symbolic state of the automaton [34] .
In accordance with the notation presented above, a transition function characterized as the mapping δ: X × S → S + should be associated with the function δ: B N +K → B K , where the output is B = {0,1}. The form of the output function depends on the type of the automaton. In the case of Moore's automaton, the form of the function is characterized as the relation between outputs and the set of internal states, i.e. λ: S → Y. In the case of Mealy's automaton, the input signals λ: X × S → Y also determine the states of the outputs. As in the case of the transition function, the output function may be associated with the mapping λ: B K → B M for Moore's automaton, and λ: B N +K → B M for Mealy's automaton.
A simple and convenient form for representing an FSM is a textual description in the KISS format [33] . This consists of symbolic implicants that include the input part, a symbolic description of the present state, a symbolic description of the next state, and the output states. In general, the form of the KISS description follows Mealy's scheme for an automaton (Fig. 2a) .
Example 1: Let us consider an exemplary sequential automaton described in the KISS format. The input signals are denoted by the letters a and b, and the output signals by the symbols y1 and y0 respectively. The automaton contains four states, and its operation is described using 12 symbolic multi-output implicants (Fig. 3a) . In the process of state assignment, the symbolically described states S0, S1, S2, S3 are associated with two-bit binary vectors forming coding states 00, 01, 10, and 11. This leads to the description of the automaton after the state assignment, as illustrated in Fig. 3b . In the next stage, the synthesis of the transition and the output blocks is carried out. Descriptions of the transition function δ: B 4 → B 2 , and the output function λ: B 4 → B 2 in .pla format [34] are presented in Fig. 3c . Descriptions of separate functions may be obtained by appropriate partitioning of the output part of the implicants determining the transitions in the analyzed FSM.
Let us assume that an implementation of the FSM using PAL-based logic blocks containing three product terms is sought. The technology mapping of the transition and output blocks onto PAL-based structures is usually based on the minimization of transition functions δ i : B 4 → B (i = 1, 2) and output functions λ i : B 4 → B (i = 1, 2). All singleoutput functions are minimized separately. The results of this minimization are presented in Fig. 3d .
The implementation of FSM by means of a network of three-term PAL-based logic blocks is presented in Fig. 4 .
CPLD circuits available on the market contain hardware mechanisms that facilitate mapping onto device resource functions that require more product terms than the k terms available in a PAL-based block. In particular, these include parallel expanders and logic allocators. These structures offer the possibility of virtually increasing the number of terms available in a PAL-based block by ''borrowing'' them from neighboring blocks. In this way, it is possible to increase the number of terms in a cell at the expense of limiting the number of terms available in neighboring blocks. Often, using a greater number of terms means that it is impossible to use neighboring blocks at all. An additional cost of using these expanders is a slight increase in the propagation delay.
In the proposed method, the presence of the expanders could be modeled by using PAL-based blocks that have different numbers of terms. However, for reasons of simplicity this option will be neglected in this paper.
The implementation of combinational blocks in PAL-based CPLD structures, as illustrated in the example, is directly associated with the process of minimization of separate transition and output functions, which is usually carried out using the Espresso-Dso algorithm. In this minimization process, a search for the minimal covering of K transition functions
After minimization, technology mapping of the minimized forms of separate functions on the structure consisting of PAL-based logic blocks is performed. Let us assume that the PAL-based logic blocks contain k terms. In this situation, the numbers of blocks required to implement the transition and output functions can be calculated using Equations (1) and (2) respectively:
where δi , λi denote the numbers of implicants describing individual single-output transition and output functions, and σ δ , σ λ represent the numbers of k-term PAL-based blocks required to implement the transition and the output blocks, respectively. The H symbol denotes the unit step function, and is defined as follows:
The aim of this paper is to present a technologydependent optimization of FSMs. The main contribution is a novel multilevel optimization of FSM oriented towards PAL-based CPLDs. The essence of the proposed method consists of searching for shared implicants of the transition and output functions. 
III. FSM DESCRIPTION BY MEANS OF THE GRAPH OF EXCITATIONS AND OUTPUTS
After the state assignment is carried out, an FSM can be considered as a circuit described by two multi-output functions δ : B N +K →B K and λ : B N +K →B M , B = {0,1}, where N is the number of FSM inputs, K is the length of the state vector, and M is the number of FSM outputs. The first function describes the transition block, and the second the output block (Fig. 2a, 2b) . The combinational part of an FSM can be described using a single multi-output function that simultaneously describes the two blocks. Let δ + λ : B N +K → B K +M be the function describing the combinational block of the structure shown in Fig. 2c . This function δ + λ : B N +K →B K +M can be represented by a set of multi-output implicants [34] . Let y be the output part of a multi-output implicant consisting of zero or one, and let discriminant y be the number of the same y output vectors. The range of discriminant y , denoted as µ( y ) is the number of ones contained in y. Let G<Y,U> be the primary graph of excitations and outputs (Fig. 5) . Graph nodes are associated with the corresponding discriminants y , while the edges connect the nodes ys , yr , for which the code distance between the y s , y r is one, and µ( ys )+1 = µ( yr ). The graph of excitations and outputs contains two types of nodes, which are referred to here as combinational nodes (denoted by ellipses on the graph) and sequential nodes (rectangles). Sequential nodes lie on paths that are associated with the excitation functions of particular flip-flops.
Example 2: Let us consider the automaton from Example 1 again. After coding the internal states, and after minimization of the multi-output function δ + λ: B N +K →B K +M , where N = 2, K = 2, and M = 2, we obtain the minimized form of the multi-output function δ + λ: B 4 → B 4 , which contains eight implicants. In the set of all implicants, there are two larger groups of implicants: the first contains three implicants with an output part equal to 1011 (1001 1011; -11-1011; 1-10 1011), and the second contains two implicants with an output part equal to 0110 (0-1 0110; 0-1-0110). These functions can be represented by the graph of excitations and outputs presented in Fig. 5b .
The graph shown in Fig. 5 contains a number of nodes for which the value of the discriminant y = 0. Such nodes can be deleted from the primary graph. In this way, a reduced graph of excitations and outputs is created (Fig. 6) . 
By using the values of the discriminants at the nodes of the graph of excitations and outputs, it is possible to determine the number of k-term PAL-based blocks required to implement the FSM. A discriminant The number of logic blocks for implementation of the function δ + λ : B N +K → B K +M is equal to σ δ+λ (3).
It should be noted that Equation (3) describes the worst case, i.e. the number of blocks required to implement the FSM assuming that each function is built separately, and that co-sharing of blocks does not occur. During further optimization, blocks that can be shared between functions are identified. The essence of the proposed method consists of searching for the solution in which the number of blocks required to implement the FSM is less than the value of the sum σ δ +σ λ , where σ δ and σ λ are described by Eqs. (1) and (2). This will be described in the next section. 
IV. A TECHNOLOGY MAPPING ALGORITHM BASED ON THE GRAPH OF EXCITATIONS AND OUTPUTS
By analyzing the structure of the graph of excitations and outputs, multi-level optimization is possible.
Example 3: Let us consider the fragment of the graph of excitations and outputs shown in Fig. 8a . Assuming that we use PAL-based logic blocks containing three product terms, the implicants associated with the third range node can be configured in one block (Fig. 8b) . Analysis of the graph is an iterative process. If a node of the graph is chosen in step i, the graph needs to be modified. The node 1011 is eliminated from the graph, and new, additional nodes FB (feedback) are added in the branches, through which the node 1011 is connected to the nodes in the lower ranges (Fig. 8c) . These nodes, which represent the feedback FB , appear for all the functions that have not yet been synthesized.
In the next stage, implementation of the nodes of the first range 1000 and 0001 is carried out, leading to the mapping illustrated in Fig. 8d .
To summarize Example 3, in general, the modification of the graph of excitations and outputs that results from the implementation in step i of the implicants associated with node i y includes the following steps:
• deleting the node i y from the graph;
• deleting all the edges connecting the node i y with nodes in lower ranges; and
• creating nodes representing feedbacks, denoted by the symbol FB , and replacing the edges connecting the node i y with nodes of lower ranges (which were deleted in the previous step) by edges connecting the FB nodes with the nodes of lower ranges. If for a given function an edge connected to a feedback node is to be deleted, a new feedback node is not added to the graph, and instead, the modification consists of incrementing the value of the feedback discriminant, i.e. FB := FB + 1. As a consequence of the reduction of the graph, the values of the discriminants Figure 9 presents an example modification of the graph that results from deletion of the node 1011 and its influence on the values of the discriminants Let i y be the discriminant chosen in the i-th step of mapping. Implementation of the implicants associated with i y, leads to optimization if condition (4) is fulfilled.
i σ δ+λ denotes the number of PAL-based blocks containing k product terms that are required to implement the FSM before the i-th step of the mapping algorithm. The expression H ( ( i y − k)/(k − 1) ) ( i y − k)/(k − 1) + 1 enables us to determine the number of k-implicant blocks needed to hold the implicants associated with the discriminant i y .
Let be c = µ( i y ). The reduction of the graph of excitations and outputs resulting from implementation of the implicants associated with the discriminant i y influences the values of c discriminants
. Let the value r c j be the number for which i c j − 1 ≡ r c j (mod ( k − 1) ), where j = 1, 2, . . . , c.
The essence of the proposed technology mapping strategy is based on a theory that is proven in [35] . A technology mapping of FSMs based on a graph of excitations and outputs is based on a continued mapping of the graph's nodes in a VOLUME 7, 2019 PAL-based logic block. As a result, a network of PAL-based logic blocks with and without D flip-flops is created.
The first stage involves the implementation of the nodes for which the range µ( i y ) ≥ 2, and i y ≥ k, where k is a number of product terms. If the nodes that fulfill these conditions appear on the graph, we start implementing corresponding implicants on blocks that have a given number of products. In the next stage, we search for the nodes for which the range µ( i y ) ≥ 2, and within the set of the remainders R = {r c j ; j ∈< 1, c >} where there exist at least two such remainders such that 0 < r c a < i y < k and at the same time 0 < r c b < i y < k. As in the previous case, if the conditions are fulfilled, the set of PAL-based blocks will be extended to include more blocks. In the next stages, implicants are carried out that are connected with nodes in the graph of excitations and outputs for which the range µ( i y ) = 2 and i y = k or i y ≥ 2k −1. When such nodes do not exist, the algorithm checks whether other nodes in the range µ( i y ) = 2 fulfill the condition < i y < 2k − 1 and whether there exists at least one remainder within the set of remainders R = {r c j ; j ∈< 1, c >} such that 0 < r c a < i y − (k − 1). Finding nodes that fulfill the conditions mentioned above results in the development of a set of PAL-based logic blocks for a larger number of blocks. In the other case, the nodes are separated or the implicants are carried out using a known method [35] .
Example 4: Let us consider an FSM that after state assignment and minimization (with Espresso), is described by the δ + λ.pla file (Fig. 10a) . The graph of excitations and outputs is shown in Fig. 10b . Implementation of FSM by means of k-term PAL-based logic blocks requires
blocks. In the first step, the implicants associated with the 1011 are implemented. Only one three-term PAL-based logic block is used ( 1011 = 3). After implementation, the graph of excitations and outputs is reduced (Fig. 10c) . After removing the node 1011 = 3, three nodes representing cascaded feedback connections are added ( FB ). Now, implementation of FSM by means of k-term PAL-based logic blocks requires only
blocks. A profit from the minimization in (3) of
is obtained. In the next step, the node for which the range µ( i y ) = 2 is considered. Unfortunately, the implementation of the implicants associated with this node 0110 = 2 is not profitable. The 0110 = 2 node is therefore split into 0100 = 2 and 0010 = 2 nodes (Fig. 10d) . In the last step, the rest of the implicants are implemented. The final network of PAL-based blocks with and without D F-Fs is shown in Fig. 10e . 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed FSM technology mapping algorithm was implemented using a prototype software tool called FSM_PALDec, and a number of experiments were carried out using benchmarks [33] . Table 1 The results presented in Table 1 confirm the general rule that the reduction in PAL-based logic blocks in the FSM_PALDec approach is connected with an increase in the logic levels.
For all of the benchmarks implemented using PAL-based logic blocks containing three terms, the proposed FSM_PALDec method found 24 solutions (63%) that required a smaller number of logic blocks. Unfortunately, the change in the number of logic levels did not follow the reduction in the number of logic blocks. For the benchmarks implemented using three-term PAL-based logic blocks, 17 solutions (45%) required a greater number of logic levels with respect to the approach without multilevel optimization. In other cases (50%), the numbers of logic levels obtained for both methods were identical. In many cases, the reduction in the number of logic blocks is significantly higher than the increase in the logic levels. For example, the number of three-term PAL-based blocks used for ex1 was reduced from 134 to 56, but the number of levels only increased from four to five. In some cases, we also observe that a significant reduction in the logic blocks does not lead to an increase in logic levels (see s298, s820).
In the set of all FSMs compared here, the proposed FSM_PALDec algorithm found 83 solutions (36%) that required a lower number of logic blocks. Of these, 20 implementations (24%) did not require a greater number of 
FIGURE 12.
Comparison of synthesis results with respect to area (logic block) and speed (logic levels) for three groups of benchmarks: a) p > 100; b) 25 < p ≤ 100; and c) p ≤ 25.
logic levels. For certain benchmarks, the reduction in the logic block count was significant, e.g. for k = 3 bbasse (15%), dk17 (17%), ex1 (58%), ex6 (26%), keyb (29%), lion (20%), s1 (34%); s1a (21%); Sse (15%), sand (30%), train4 (20%), s386 (20%), s832 (17%), s1488 (38%), s1494 (25%), s820 (47%), s298 (43%). Significant differences could be observed for larger values of k. The reduction in four-term PAL-based logic blocks was also significant, e.g. ex1 (52%), ex6 (33%), keyb (28%), lion (20%), s1 (27%); s1a (22%); sand (25%), Sse (16%), train4 (20%), s386 (20%), s832 (17%), s1488 (25%), s1494 (17%), s820 (43%), s298 (38%).
The results of the experiments are presented in a synthetic way in Figs. 11 and 12. Figs. 11 a,b show the total number of logic blocks and the total number of logic levels for the whole set of benchmarks.
In the FSM_PALDec strategy, the reduction in the logic blocks obtained for the three-term PAL-based blocks is 26%, while the increase in the total logic levels is 22%. These comparisons were also carried out separately for three groups of benchmarks. The set of benchmarks was divided into subsets containing the largest FSMs (with a number of transitions p > 100), medium FSMs (25 < p ≤ 100), and the smallest FSMs (p ≤ 25). The results are presented in Fig. 12 .
The most significant differences are observed in the set of the largest FSMs for all sizes of the logic blocks. In this set, the FSM_PALDec system found numerous solutions requiring a smaller number of logic blocks than the approach without multilevel optimization. The most significant difference was observed for the smallest logic block size (k = 3). Within these solutions, the reduction in the number of logic blocks is 33%, while the increase in the total number of logic levels is only 22%.
Overall, based on the results obtained in these experiments, it can be stated that:
• If reducing the number of logic blocks is an important factor in the synthesis, the FSM_PALDec approach is a very efficient method;
• The observed reduction in numbers of logic blocks is bound up with an increase in the number of logic levels;
• The proposed method is most useful in the case where programmable devices with the smallest logic blocks are used, and optimization of the chip area is the main concern.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The method presented in this paper enables the effective implementation of an FSM. The essence of the proposed method is based on the mapping of a multi-output function to a network of PAL-based logic blocks. In the process of synthesis, shared implicants and multi-output function are searched, simultaneously describing both a transition block and an output block. This description of an FSM offers the possibility of searching for the biggest groups of common implicants, leading to minimization of the area occupied by the FSM in CPLD. An implementation process based on a new kind of graph was introduced, called the graph of excitations and outputs. This graph is the development of the concept of a multi-output function in the form of a graph of outputs, as presented in [11] . The proposed approach allows for a significant improvement in synthesis effectiveness and this was demonstrated through experiment. The proposed technology mapping of the FSM leads to reduction in the number of logic blocks, at the cost of a slight increase in the number of logic levels.
One of the main advantages of the proposed method is simplicity. The algorithm is based on graph analysis methods that make it an interesting alternative to other methods. The proposed approach is most useful in the case where programmable devices with PAL-based logic blocks of small size are used, and minimization of the chip area is of main concern. 
